STANDARD DUTY RECTANGULAR RECYCLING CONTAINERS
Standard Duty specifications are used by haulers who prefer a heavier gauge steel on their
containers which can help provide a longer life expectance for the container.
With multiple designs to fit most any needs, these containers are designed and built to be userfriendly and with openings that will enable you to haul various materials with only one (1) container.
Recycling Containers can be built to fit any size truck/hoist with either Cable Hook up or Hooklift
set up or a combination of both.
Specifications for Standard Duty containers:

FLOORS:
3/16” floor sheets ( 2 pieces)
16” centered crossmembers (3” x 4.1# channel)
6” x 2” x 1/4” tube main rails
8” x 10” rear ground rollers with zerk
8” x 6” front ground rollers with zerk (cable hook only)

SIDES:
10 ga sheets with ROLLED BOTTOM
12 ga. post on 24” centers (4-way bent)
3/16” rear post
4” x 3” x 3/16” tube top rail
Uplift latch system

FRONT ENDS:
10 ga. Sheet w/4” x 3” x 3/16” tube top rail & 12 ga. front post
3/16” Push plate and dog box (cable hook only)

TAILGATES:
10 ga. tailgate w/ 4” x 3” x 3/16” tube vertical supports, and 10 ga. 4-way bent cross post
5/8” hinge plate with 1 1/4” hinge pins ( 3 hinges on 61” and taller containers)

ROOFS:
10 ga. Steel (either A-frame or Hip roof design)
Dura Flex Double Walled Plastic lids (either sliding or flip design with lid locks)
Slots for cardboard & paper recycling

PAINT: water based industrial enamel
All containers are painted gray on the bottom and the interior.
The exterior of all containers are painted one (1) standard TFI color of choice

OPTIONS:
Internal dividers for the hauling of various material with 1 container
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